
Dear Friends of PBPF,

In our last newsletter, we presented the PB Archival Project. We are happy to let you 
know that we have now contracted an excellent Indian firm to convert PB’s writings to a 
searchable digital format for online access and further print publications. We are projecting 
a cost of $80,000 over the next year to complete the digital conversion of this considerable 
amount of valuable material. Please go to: paulbrunton.org/archiving.php for more 
information on this project.

Other accomplishments this past year include:

Archiving Volunteers are preserving Paul Brunton’s legacy by 
assembling an inventory, scanning, converting to pdfs, and 
proofing scanned originals. Future plans consist of providing 
housing for the archived material.

Outreach We are moving into the world of spiritual publications 
to bring PB’s ideas to the attention of more readers. Small 
advertisements have been placed in a number of magazines.  
We are drawing attention to the PBPF website by featuring  
the Christopher Reeve audio files and the online Notebooks of 
Paul Brunton.

Prison Project Our excellent volunteers have now sent over 30,000 free copies of  
What Is Karma? to prisoners throughout the United States.

Publications PB’s early books will be re-published over the next few years. The Wisdom of 
the Overself and The Hidden Teaching Beyond Yoga, with all PB’s corrections, new 
introductions and appendices, are nearly ready to print. Work is now starting on  
The Quest of the Overself. Final revision of the The Short Path to Enlightenment 
manuscript has been completed, and it will be published in 2014. 

Website We converted and posted the Christopher Reeve audio files as well as started 
emailing in-depth PB eTeachings on core topics every other week. Be sure to visit 
our website, paulbrunton.org and check the “What’s Happening” section for links 
to these offerings, including detailed information on the Archival Project. Also, 
don’t miss the beautiful photos and daily quotes on our new PBPF Facebook page. 
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Some sad news—Martha Cohen, who had been serving as PBPF President, had  
to resign due to a life-threatening illness. We ask for your prayers and offering of  
healing light from your heart to Martha.  

PB’S WORK is a beacon of light to all of us throughout the world. We are striving to accomplish our mission 
of making PB’s work accessible to you and preserving his large contribution to the world’s wisdom. With your 
help we will make that happen. 

Please consider making a contribution before year-end. Your tax deductible contributions enable the  
PBPF to do the work of preserving, publishing, and creating an internet source for the writings of Paul Brunton. 
Our twelve-member Board is comprised of volunteers; 100 percent of your donation goes to support our projects.

Your contribution is deeply appreciated.

Cleta J. Rudolph, 
Board Chair and President
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For more information about Paul Brunton’ s other books visit 
www.PaulBrunton.org  •  www.larsonpublications.com

The Gift of Grace
Awakening to Its Presence
This uplifting little book is a joy to read! Gems 
selected from Paul Brunton’s most mature writings 
cut through layers of superstition about Grace and 

bring its nourishing meassage to eager hearts.

144 pages, 5 x 7.5  •  $10.95 paperback

Order direct from Larson and save 20%

The Wisdom of Paul Brunton 
Day by Day
Perpetual Calendar/Daybook/
Birthday Book
Dazzling full color natural vistas photographed 
by Haji Mahmood, matched with the wisdom 
of Paul Brunton, make this perpetual calendar 
an inspiring companion year after year.

112 pages, 7 x 6, 54 full page color photos  •  $20 cloth

Order direct from Larson and save 20%

P.S.  Two excellent gift ideas that support the work of the Foundation—


